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Digital Transformation is:



Exponential Technologies

Moore's Law

Pope announcements



”The pace of change will nevwer be as slow as it is today”
Graeme Wood, The New Yorker



2018 The EU General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR)

2004 Facebook goes live





New Buzz Words:
AI, VR, AR, Big Data, Cloud 
Computing, Machine 
Learning, IoT, Predictive
Algorithms, Blockchain…



Google Translate errors & 
mistranslations…

The most common English 
company name in China







AI Platform as a Service

Plateau of Productivity 
will be reached in 5 to 
10 years.

Machine Learning PaaS
Plateau of Productivity
is reached today.



”In business, a disruptive innovation is an innovation that creates a new market and value network and eventually 
disrupts an existing market and value network, displacing established market-leading firms, products, and alliances..”

Harvard-professor Clayton M. Christensen

Disruptive Innovation



Disruption: The Business Model Of News Publishing Has Changed



12 to 24 years of age: is online 3,5 hours per day
60+ years of age: is online 2 hours per day



Tencent, Facebook, Google, Microsoft



Cost of an IT-startup in the valley
- The cost structure of a media startup



New Rules defined 
by “the product”
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Intermediaries 
disappear

No record label 
needed to sell music…



Credit: Jim Hagemann Snabe
Within a season = same rules. Entering a new season = new rulebook.

A new season or just a new race?



Average life span of S&P companies now under 
20 years, down from 60 years in the 1950s…



The Platform Era

The power of 
positive network 
effects…



Iconic Examples: Victims of Disruptive Innovation

Competition is always creeping up on you. Stay ahead! See what 
Walmart's CEO keeps in front of him as a "healthy paranoia" 











INCREMENTAL RADICAL

Q: Where should you place your bets?





Danish pump solution 
multinational adapts a 
customer centric 
approach using BI.

Group Management can 
in realtime follow 
important CX KPIs that 
reflect customer service 
and satisfaction. 

E.g. time of delivery, 
installation time, product 
complaints in different 
markets. And, they can 
deep dive into different 
components of individual 
KPIs…

Core Innovation



A world leading supplier of 
intelligent metering 
solutions for energy and 
water consumption

Founded in 1946.
Adjacent Innovation



Change in Business Model: From physical 
meters to analytics and data services



Stibo – SME founded in 1794: from printing house to IT Transformational
Innovation



No successful digital 
transformation 
without the right 
corporate culture

CULTURE

strategy

organogram

systems &
workflows

design

data

processes



BCG compared digital champions and digital laggards

among some 1,900 companies in the US and Europe.

The champions that embedded digital practices and

behaviours across the organization scored an average

14 points higher on BCGs Digital Acceleration Index.

The impact of culture was even greater than that of

two other levers: investing in digital initiatives and

recruiting digital talent.

A ”digital” culture is the single factor 

that has the highest impact on a 

company’s ability to execute digital 

transformation.
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Do you have a plan?

And how would Mike Tyson evaluate your plan?



Everybody has a plan 
until they get punched 
in the mouth.

— Mike Tyson



So, can you 
execute on it?



DigitalConsult
www.digitalconsult.dk

Steffen Damborg, Board Member & CDO
@SteffenDamborg

DigitalConsult transform businesses and create value through 
digital strategy development and execution.

We believe in CUSTOMER CENTRIC, MARKET DRIVEN, and 
METRICS FOCUSED AGILE BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT.

At DigitalConsult we help our clients driving the digital 
agenda, building digital businesses, and transforming 
companies towards a new agile and digital business 
approach. 


